
Contest

TOURIST BUS 2017 - ANDORRA TURISME
PHOTOGRAPHIC CONTEST IN INSTAGRAM, FACEBOOK AND TWITTER

Andorra Turisme announces a photographic contest in the following Social Medias: Instagram, Facebook and
Twitter, with the objective of increasing the amount of pictures posted related to Andorra’s tourist bus. This
contest is exclusively just for the tourist bus users.

Terms and Procedures
From the 1st June until the 31st October 2017, monthly, all the pictures that want to enter in this contest will
have to be tagged with these two hashtags: #busturisticand and #andorraworld in social Medias such as
Instagram, Facebook or Twitter. These pictures have to contain one or more elements related to Andorra’s
tourist bus. The jury formed by Andorra Turisme’s members will meet monthly to choose the best picture for
each month. To announce the best picture of each month, this picture will be officially posted in the Instagram,
Facebook and Twitter account of @Andorraworld. Each month, only one picture will be chosen from all the
pictures posted in all social Medias with the tags of #busturisticand and #andorraworld.

Prices
The price for the winner of June’s picture of the month will be 2 free tickets for SCALADA SETLAR BY
CIRQUE DU SOLEIL’s show.
For the rest of the months, the price will be 2 free tickets for Caldea (Andorra’s thermal spa).

Bases
 The participants have to be the material authors of the picture they post, which has to be original and

has to have one or more elements related to Andorra’s tourist bus.
 In the case there are children under the age of 18 in the picture, the author will need the children’s

parents or tutor’s authorization.
 Each participant can compete posting the amount of they consider needed.
 The participant’s pictures will have to be posted in Instagram, Facebook or Twitter and these will have

to be tagged with the following two hashtags: #busturisticand and #andorraworld.
 We recommend the participants to follow @andorrworld’s Instagram, Facebook or Twitter’s profile to

follow the process of this photography contest.
 The jury will make sure the pictures reflect one or more elements related to Andorra’s tourist bus. The

jury will be formed by people designed by Andorra Turisme.
 The jury’s verdict will be posted on Andorra Turisme’s Social Medias (@andorraworld) during the first

week of the following month.
 The organization reserves the right of being able to reproduce the best picture of the month and to

adapt it technologically to the ideal format for posting it.
 The organization will not be responsible in the case of an irregular functioning concerning the posts

and tags in these pictures in the different social Medias.
 The fact of participating in this photographic contest means the acceptance to these legal bases and

the free cession of the picture’s reproduction.
 The organization reverses the right of declaring this contest deserted.

@andorraworld’s team


